
2022 ADVOCACY HIGHLIGHTS

FOCUSED CLUBFOOT AWARENESS AND ADVOCACY REACHED MORE 

PEOPLE 

• We spread the message that clubfoot is treatable with 3 campaigns, with a collective audience of more than 

111 million, and an advertising value equivalent (AVE) of R 2,481,357.43. 

•  During March, we featured World Birth Defects Day and the participation of orthopaedic surgeons in the 

Cape Town Cycle Tour. 

• Our executive director gave a presentation at the GCI “Early Detection and Referral Knowledge Sharing 

Forum” webinar in May.

• For World Clubfoot Day in June we launched our STEPPING UP campaign. The focus of our campaign was to 

showcase the village it takes to treat clubfoot – doctors, health professionals, clinic staff, families, donors and 

Steps. 

• STEPPING UP is a new monthly giving initiative where supporters can sign up to give R60 or $5 monthly to 

support one child through their full four-year journey to full mobility.

• For World Clubfoot Day in June we also shared positive stories from clubfoot patients that had graduated 

from their treatment and from our clinic partners across our social accounts (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter 

and LinkedIn), a total of 34 posts over the month.

• For Disability Awareness Month in November, we highlighted the Clubfoot Africa Conference and that 

clubfoot is a treatable birth condition that should not be a disability. 

• Our executive director gave a presentation at the 2022 Rural Health Conference in September.

• We were interviewed for a BBC podcast on clubfoot treatment and the Clubfoot Africa Conference in 

November that was broadcast globally. 

• We were honoured to be a winner in the inaugural South African Leading Women in CSI awards in August.

Outcomes

• Clubfoot is a recognised condition.

• More support from the public.

• Communities are sensitised and stigma of clubfoot reduced.

• Clinic staff morale increased.

• More people know that clubfoot is treatable.

• Through early diagnosis more patients are treated soon after 

birth, reducing the burden of over-crowded clinics.
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